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Background Leading to Our Inquiry (Slide 3)

I have been the principal at Linton-Stockton High School for 6 years. As the 5th year rolled
around, I was tasked with taking the role of Principal of both the Middle School and the High
School.
● As the two buildings had always been run separately, joining the two came with the need

for a combined leadership team, combined vision, combined staff and combined positive
culture.

● The first year of the combination was spent listening and learning the needs of both
buildings and how that could become a combined effort.

● In the second year as the MS/HS principal, we made changes that would ultimately help
to build the combined Miner culture.

The Purpose of Our Inquiry (Slide 4)

Therefore, the purpose of our action inquiry was to find ways to work together. There was a
need to combine our efforts in order to be more productive in sharing duties.

Our Wondering (Slide 5)

We wonder how clarifying policy, procedures, and specific job descriptions might build a
positive school culture?

Our Actions (Slide 6-11)

In this step, begin by outlining how you gained insights into your wondering. Then, simply share
exactly what you did to conduct this AR cycle.

● We started by creating a combined leadership team that would consist of administrators
and teachers. This team became known as the Miner Cadre. We started our initiatives by
holding two full day PD meetings with our team during the summer prior to the 22-23
school year.

● Within this team, we built a spreadsheet that outlined specific job duties in order for
staff to know who to talk to and who would handle what.

● We created a mentorship program that set out to better welcome new staff.



Data Collection (Slide 6-11)

● Our data collection was more about building clarification (qualitative). In the slides, you
can see items that show how the Miner Cadre works and a few of the tasks that have
helped to guide the way.

● We did perform a survey to gather information from our staff about the year in review.

Our Discoveries (Slide 12)

In this step, summarize your learning in two - three succinct statements that illustrate the most
important and critical facets of what you learned:

● Learning Statement One: Clear policy and procedure does help to ease our staff with
the day to day of school. It leads to greater communication causing less stress in the
work environment.

● Learning Statement Two: A mentorship program has created a welcoming environment
for our new staff. It has helped to build relationships among new and veteran staff
members.

● Learning Statement Three: The graduate profile has been great for our students to
highlight skills needed for employment, enlistment, or enrollment. These skills go
beyond just academics.

Where We Are Headed Next (Slide 13)

● One idea that we would like to add is a digital suggestion box for staff.
● The idea of a digital suggestion box has been discussed to include an option for our

students and parents, as well.
● Continue to build the Mentorship program, formal check-ins and add instructional

rounds.
● build communication from Miner Cadre to the entire staff.
● PD time dedicated for department meetings.

At this point in the school year, things are moving along pretty smoothly. There is room to
continue to grow, but we have built a great start with our Miner Cadre. It is evident that staff
has grown to feel more comfortable with the new alignment of the two buildings together.



Citing Your Presentation and Publication

Congratulations on completing the Year 2 Action Inquiry process! You and your team members
can list your project as both a professional presentation and a professional publication on your
resume. Here are examples of the correct ways to cite:

Presentation

Andrews, K., Gruenert, S., & Donlan, R. (2022. Implementing instructional rounds. Presented at
the annual Indiana Principal Leadership Institute Showcase of Schools, Indianapolis, IN.

Publication

Andrews, K., Gruenert, S., & Donlan, R. (2022). Implementing instructional rounds. Retrieved
from https://Web address
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Background

I have been the principal at Linton-Stockton High School for 6 years. As the 
5th year rolled around, I was tasked with taking the role of Principal of both 
the Middle School and the High School.
● As the two buildings had always been run separately, joining the two 

came with the need for a combined leadership team, combined vision, 
combined sta and combined positive culture.

● The first year of the combination was spent listening and learning the 
needs of both buildings and how that could become a combined eort.

● In the second year, as the MS/HS principal, we made changes that 
would ultimately help to build the combined Miner culture.



The purpose of our action 
inquiry was to find ways to 
work together. There was a 
need to combine our eorts in 
order to be more productive in 
sharing duties and building 
culture.  

Purpose



We wonder how clarifying policy, 
procedures, and specific job 
descriptions might build a positive 
school culture?

Yey!

Wondering



Actions



Graduate 
Profiles

Defining 
Decision Making

Mentorship 
Program

Miner Cadre

Building the exit projects for 
grades 8 and 12.

Define the specific roles of 
admin and oice sta.

Build a program that 
welcomes and helps to retain.



Graduate Profiles



Defining Job duties

Languages

25%Dutch

50%English

75%Spanish

Mars
Despite being red, Mars is 
actually a cold place

Jupiter
Jupiter is the biggest planet in 
the Solar System

Courses

90%French



Mentorship Program



Survey Feedback



Our Discoveries

Learning Statement 1:
Clear policy and procedure does help to ease our sta with the day to day of 
school. It leads to greater communication causing less stress in the work 
environment.

Learning Statement 2:

Learning Statement 3:

A mentorship program has created a welcoming environment for our new sta. It 
has helped to build relationships among new and veteran sta members.

The graduate profile has been great for our students to highlight skills needed for 
employment, enlistment, or enrollment. These skills go beyond just academics. 



Where Are We Headed Next?

Digital Suggestion Box

Continued work on the mentorship program to add instructional rounds

Communication from the Miner Cadre to the entire sta

PD time dedicated for department meetings

Sta, students and parents


